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Introduction 

The Pirates of the Cursed Seas PocketModel game was is an innovative naval war game 

from WizKidz!, Inc. Any and all rights belong to its creators, Mike Mulvihill, Ethan Pasternack, 

James Ernest, and Mike Selinker and to the National Entertainment Collectibles Association 

(NECA). I, however, claim all rights to this rule set, as I had written it myself. 

This rule set is designed to extend the Pirates of the Cursed Seas PMG and add 

somewhat of a role playing feel to the game. These rules are meant to be used with the official 

rules of the game. If something isn’t mentioned differently in this document, the official Pirates 

rules take effect. 

If there are any holes in the rules that I may have overlook, or you have questions about 

certain mechanics, please email me at lovesick.romeo@yahoo.com. I will get back to you as 

soon as I can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:lovesick.romeo@yahoo.com
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1 Setup 

1.1 Choose Your Nation 

Before doing anything else, each player must select a nation to play for. The 

following nations are available for selection: 

-England 

-Spain 

-France 

-America 

Multiple players may play for the same nation. Any ships and crew for that nation 

must be shared between those players. 

 

1.2 Fleets 

Each player has 12 points to spend to select ships and crew to begin the game 

with. You must have exactly one ship in your starting fleet. Your starting ship cannot 

have more than two masts. Any extra points after purchasing a ship and crew become 

gold in your nation’s bank (see 1.5 Bank). 

 

1.2.1 No Duplicates Rule 

Ships and named crew are unique. This means that only one copy of 

any given ship or named crew may be in play at a time.  

 

 Two ships are considered the same when they have both the same 

name and the same physical type. You may also refer to flavor text; ships 
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are considered the same if they have the same histories (ie the Lady’s 

Scorn has three versions, each one losing a mast). Some crew have 

identical names, only titles that are different (Thomas Gunn and Lord 

Thomas Gunn). These crew are considered to be the same unless they can 

be proven different (Thomas Gunn the Elder and the Thomas Gunn the 

Younger). 

 

1.3 Islands and Terrain 

Each player should provide at least four islands and two or three terrain. Place 

islands and terrain in order, beginning from the first player going clockwise. Islands 

and terrain follow normal placement restrictions (3L to 6L distance between islands, 

and S from everything else for terrain). Choose home islands for each nation. 

 

1.4 Treasure 

Each player should provide twelve treasure coins totaling 20 points each. Unique 

treasure may be used. 

 

1.5 The Bank 

Each nation has its own bank account. If a nation has multiple players, those 

players must share the funds inside their nation’s account. Any gold produced by 

settlements (see 3.1 Building Settlements) is sent immediately to the bank. 

Alternately, you may play with individual banks. 
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2 Turn Phases 

In the campaign, turns progress in three different phases. 

 

2.1 Upkeep Phase 

This phase marks the beginning of your turn. This is the phase where you would 

use “beginning of turn” events and abilities. This is also the time your settlements 

will produce gold (see 31. Building Settlements). 

 

2.2 Action Phase 

This is the phase where you give your ships actions. Actions include the four 

basic actions (move, shoot, explore, repair), plus two new actions added by this rule 

set: Build actions, which are given to ships under construction (see 5.1 Building 

Ships for more information), and Raid actions (3.4 Raiding Settlements). Both are 

considered to be full, non-free actions. 

 

2.3 End Phase 

This phase marks the end of your turn. In this phase, you can perform actions 

such as “end of turn” abilities, purchasing ships for construction, and hiring crew (see 

5.1 Building Ships and 5.3 Hire Crew respectively). 
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3 Settlements 

3.1 Building Settlements 

When you explore an island, you may claim it as your own. To claim it, you must 

pay 2 gold and leave an Explorer crew to start a settlement. It takes a full turn to start a 

settlement. During that turn, the ship that unloaded the crew starting the settlement 

cannot be given actions. Also, the crew starting the settlement cannot be loaded by any 

other ship until the settlement is built. Once the settlement is complete, it will begin 

yielding 1 treasure coin, up to a 4 coin maximum, during your upkeep phase. Settlements 

do not have shipyards, so you cannot build ships. Settlements act as home islands. 

Generic crew may be hired from a settlement. 

The crew building the settlement may be the target of a shoot action. It takes two 

hits from the same shoot action to eliminate this crew. If the crew is eliminated, 

production is halted. 

If the ship building the settlement sinks, production halts. 

 

3.2 Upgrading Settlements 

At the cost of 10 gold during your end phase, you may upgrade a settlement to a 

port. Like settlements, it takes a full turn to upgrade. You must have a ship docked at the 

settlement to upgrade it. During the turn it’s being upgraded, the ship upgrading the 

settlement cannot be given actions. Ports have shipyards and yield 3 treasure coins, up to 

a 12 coin maximum, during your upkeep phase. Additional shipyards may be purchased 

at the cost of 7 gold. If the ship upgrading the settlement sinks, production is halted. 
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For the purpose of repairs, home islands begin as ports and may be raided (see 3.4 

Raiding Settlements for more information). However, you cannot build ships and they 

do not yield gold until an “upgrade” has been paid for.  

 

3.3 Fortifying Settlements 

Settlements may be fortified. It takes a full turn to fortify a settlement and costs 

10 gold. Building a fort is just like upgrading a settlement. You cannot upgrade while 

fortifying, nor can you fortify while upgrading. Forts begin with three S-range rank-3 

cannons. You may purchase additional cannons only at the time you purchase the fort 

at the following prices: 

 

Cannon: 

S-range – 2 gold 

L-range – 3 gold 

 

Rank: 

Rank-2 – +5 gold 

Rank-3 – +4 gold 

Rank-4 – +3 gold 

Rank-5 – +2 gold 

 

 If the ship fortifying the settlement sinks, production halts. 
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3.4 Raiding Settlements 

To raid an enemy settlement, you must give a ship within S of it a Raid action. 

Ships with the “As part of a move action, this ship may board an enemy sip from S 

without having to ram” ability may move and raid as part of the same move action 

(henceforth called the “Raid Captain” ability). Resolve a raid as you would a 

boarding party: both players role a d6 and add the result to the number of masts 

remaining. Settlements are considered to have 3 masts and ports are considered to 

have 5 masts for this purpose. If the ship wins, downgrade the settlement, and the ship 

may load one treasure from the island. If a port is downgraded to a settlement, it loses 

all shipyards. If a settlement is destroyed, the island reverts to an unexplored wild 

island and all treasure on it stays. 

A settlement cannot be raided if it is fortified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: If you don’t own any fort game pieces, or just don’t want to use them, there is an 

alternative. Use small objects such as tokens or beads to mark the positions of cannons around 

the island and draw lines of fire from them. The cannons cannot be placed within 1 cm of each 

other, and forts can’t have more than eight cannons. 
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4 End Phase Actions 

These are actions that you can perform during the end phase of your turns. These actions 

are considered free actions. 

 

4.1 Build Ships 

You may use gold in your account to purchase ships for construction. The price of 

a ship is its point cost. When you purchase a ship, place its hull with only one masts 

at a port. During each of your turns, that ship may be given build actions (only) until 

it’s been fully constructed. Shipyards can only build one ship at a time. You may not 

purchase a ship that has been sunk or wrecked. Ships being constructed cannot be 

shot at, rammed, or boarded. 

If the port or shipyard where a ship is being constructed is destroyed, construction 

immediately halts and the ship may be given actions as though construction were 

complete. 

 

4.2 Sell Ships 

If you have a ship docked at a friendly port during your end phase, you may sell 

her at the shipyard for half (rounded down) her point cost with -2 gold for each mast 

missing. She does not have to be built the next time any player wishes to purchase her 

and is purchased with all of her masts. 
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4.3 Hire Crew 

You may use gold in your account to hire crew. Only generic crew can be hired 

from settlements. Named crew may only be hired from ports. You may only hire one 

crew per settlement each turn. 

 

4.4 Hire Privateers 

You may hire a Pirate or Barbary Corsair ship as a privateer to aid you in your 

battles. Pirate and Barbary Corsair crew may only be hired if a ship of its respective 

nation is docked at a friendly settlement, and only from that settlement. Players may 

have a maximum of three privateers in their fleets. During your upkeep phase, you 

must pay two gold for each ship and 1 gold for each crew hired. Any unpaid pirate 

ships and crew are removed from your fleet (if a ship is removed from your fleet, any 

crew assigned to her are also removed). 

 

4.5 Hire Mercenaries 

You may hire mercenaries to aid you in your battles. Players may hire any 

number of mercenary ships and crew. During your upkeep phase, you must pay half 

(rounded up) the point cost of each mercenary ship and crew in your fleet. Any 

unpaid mercenary ships and crew are immediately removed from your fleet. 

 

 

 

NOTE: Treasure must be unloaded at your home island before it can be used to purchase units. 
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5 Other 

5.1 Towing Enemy Derelicts 

If you take an enemy derelict under tow and bring it to a friendly settlement, it 

becomes part of your fleet and its nationality changes to that of your nation. This 

includes pirate and mercenary ships taken under tow. Roll 1d6 for each enemy crew 

(not counting mercenaries) on board. If the result is a 5 or 6, that crew swears its 

loyalty to your nation. Its printed nation becomes that of your nation. Any enemy 

crew who don’t swear loyalty to your nation may either be eliminated or gain the 

Ransom keyword. 

 

5.2 Surrendering Ships 

If you have a ship you don’t want sunk, but hope to have a chance to take her 

back later, you may have that ship strike its colors. To strike colors, there must be an 

enemy ship within L of the surrendering ship. The enemy who controls the ship may 

either accept or refuse the surrender. If the surrender is accepted, the surrendering 

ship is moved into towing position behind the enemy ship as a free action. That ship’s 

nationality changes to that of the accepting ship’s nation. Treat the crew as you would 

when towing an enemy derelict. You must first dock at a friendly settlement before 

you can use a surrendered ship. 
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5.3 Victory 

The nation that accumulates 200 gold for each player of that nation wins the 

campaign (for a shorter game 150). Alternately, if you choose to play with individual 

banks, the first player to accumulate 200 (or 150) gold wins. 

 

5.4 Ransoms 

When a crew with the Ransom keyword is taken to a settlement, it is kept in 

prison until a ransom of the crew’s point cost has been brought to the settlement 

holding the crew. The ransom must be loaded by one of the ransom player’s ships at a 

friendly settlement and unloaded at the settlement where the prisoner is being held. 

The paying player’s cannot shoot at, ram, or board the ransoming player’s ships or 

her settlements, nor can they shoot at the ship carrying the ransom money. Ransom 

gold is taken straight from the ransom payer’s bank. The ship carrying the ransom 

money must load the prisoner from the settlement and leave on her next turn, if able. 

She cannot raid the settlement for three turns. 

 

5.5 Sinking a Ship with Treasure 

If you sink a ship that is carrying treasure, the player who sank the ship receives 

half (rounded up) the treasure in the sinking ship’s holds. The owner of the sinking 

ship receives nothing. Divers may be used by either player to claim the other half of 

the gold when the ship sinks. 
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5.6 Submarines 

Submarines may remain submerged for five turns. During the upkeep phase of the 

sixth turn, and each subsequent turn, you may either surface the submarine or 

eliminate one crew on her. If there is no crew to eliminate, the submarine must be 

surfaced. If a submarine is derelict, it cannot submerge. If it was submerged when it 

became derelict, the submarine sinks immediately. 

 

5.7 Losing Your Last Ship 

If your last ship sinks, your settlements will still produce gold. You are only out 

of the game if all of your settlements and ships are eliminated. 

 

6.8 Repair Actions 

A repair action costs 2 gold and can only be performed at a port with a shipyard. 

A Shipwright crew assigned to your ship will reduce the price to 1 gold in addition to 

allowing repairs at sea and wild islands (you must still pay when repairing at sea and 

wild islands). 

 

6.9 Generic Crew 

Generic crew are hired for only a single voyage. When a ship docks at a friendly 

settlement, all generic crew on board (excepting Privateers and Mercenaries) are 

removed from your fleet and must be hired again. 
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7 Ban Lists 

The following are lists of ships, crew, and events that are banned from use in the campaign. 

 

7.1 Ships 

-All Sea Creatures 

-All 10-masted junks 

-Sleigh 

-All ships in the Pirates: Quest for Davy Jones’ Gold board game 

 

7.2 Crew 

-All 0 (zero) point crew (unless you possess that crew’s link, in which case, you get 

this crew free with the purchase of its linked ship/crew) 

-All crew linked to 10-masted junks 

-Captain Whitebeard 

-All crew in the Pirates: Quest for Davy Jones’ Gold board game 

 

7.3 Events 

-Foul Winds 

-Mermaids 

-Cursed Zone 

-Rolling Fog 

-Favor of the Gods 


